2000 gmc sierra oil filter

Close Panels. Service Bulletin Summary: Subject ordering reference table for ordering the new
valve body, spacer plate and gasket kit. Service Bulletin Summary: Gm: loss of power hesitates
on acceleration. The vehicle may operate as if it is in r nhtsa item number - Service Bulletin
Summary: Chevrolet:gmc: engineering information-fuel tank pressure sensor, dtcs p, p or p set.
Gmc engineering is attempting to determine the root cause of the above concern. Service
Bulletin Summary: General motors: information provided by bulletin for all and prior general
motor trucks and passenger vehicles regarding the adjustable comfort and custom upholstery
of the driver and the passenger head restraint. Service Bulletin Summary: This preliminary
information communication advises the technician the steps on repairing the concern. A
customer may identify a concern of unable to reactivate a vehicle's onstar that has been
previously disabled by onstar. Dealer is to ca nhtsa item number - Service Bulletin Summary:
This preliminary information communication provides information to help the dealership
technicians perform a parasitic drain test for the onstar module. When performing battery
parasitic drain test, there may be some confusion as to what th nhtsa item number - Service
Bulletin Summary: This preliminary information communication provide nhtsa item number Service Bulletin Summary: This preliminary information communication advises nhtsa item
number - Component Description: Equipment:electrical:navigational system global positioning
system. Service Bulletin Summary: This preliminary information communication advises the
technician that the hydro-boost is not serviceable and will need to be replaced if the brake pedal
moves or applies on its own at a full turn. Service Bulletin Summary: This technical bulletin
provides a procedure to re nhtsa item number - Service Bulletin Summary: This informational
bulletin provides information t nhtsa item number - Service Bulletin Summary: This
informational bulletin provides additional in nhtsa item number - Summary: On certain vans
equipped with sure-lok wheelchair securement systems, the sprocket teeth of the retractor
assembly is out of alignment. Conequence: In the event of a vehicle crash, the wheelchair may
not be adequately secured possibly resulting in injuries to a wheelchair occupant. Remedy:
Dealers will inspect and replace the wheelchair securement retractors as necessary. Sure-lok
will handle the repairs for this campaign. Owners should contact sure-lock at or mobilityworks
at Notes: Sure-lok recall no. Customers can also contact the national highway traffic safety
administration's auto safety hotline at dashdot The connector on the fuel filter was not
manufactured to honeywell's specification. As a result, the o-ring may not seat correctly on the
fuel line. Conequence: This condition may cause an inadequate seal at the connection,
potentially leading to a fuel leak. In the presence of an ignition source, a fire could occur.
Remedy: Honeywell will notify owners and replace the fuel filters free of charge. The recall
began on october 18, Owners may contact fram customer service at option 1. Notes: This recall
only pertains to aftermarket fram fuel filters and has no relation to any original equipment
installed on the vehicles listed. Customers may contact the national highway traffic safety
administration's vehicle safety hotline at tty: Remedy: Federal-mogul will notify customers and
will replace the hub assembly free of charge. The recall began on february 7, Owners can
contact federal-mogul toll-free at Notes: This recall only pertains to replacement national,
carquest wheel hub assemblies and has no relation to any original equipment installed on
vehicles manufactured by general motors or ford. Summary: Vehicle description: light duty
pickup trucks and sport utility vehicles equipped with vacuum power, 4-wheel disc brakes.
These vehicles fail to comply with the requirements of fmvss no. Notes: Owner notification
began september 22, Owners who take their vehicles to an authorized dealer on an agreed upon
service date and do not receive the free remedy within a reasonable time should contact
chevrolet at or gmc at Also contact the national highway traffic safety administration's auto
safety hotline at dashdot Product Cross Reference Guide: This product cross reference guide
follows recommendations outlined in your owners manual and also reflects periodic service
recommendation updates from the original equipment manufacturer for this particular model
GMC Trucks Sierra Pickup with engine code [T] show example This guide will reflect latest
recommendation by the manufacturer for this model. If there are no special instructions from
the manufacturer, the owner can choose to follow either one of the recommendation without
voiding warranty hide example. Optional Equipment Listing This guide lists all available
equipment options such as transmission options, differentials etc. Any one of the
recommended product can be used. Operating Temperature Original equipment manufacturer
OEM sometimes provide different product recommendations based on operating environment
temperature for a given equipment. This product cross reference guide will list such
recommendations based on OEM guidelines. For more information on a lubricants cold
temperature performance; please refer to "Pour Point" from "Technical Properties" table located
at the bottom of each lubricant product page hide. Differential, Front 9. Differential, Rear
Reduces engine knock, improves ignition and engine response, helps fuel burn cleaner and

inhibits corrosion. Recommended for off-road and racing use. Package sizes include: oz.
Restores power and performance. Reduces the need for costly higher Engineered for
enthusiasts seeking maximum protection and performance. Its boosted formulation delivers
extra cleaning power, outstanding wear control, excellent high and low temperature protection
and exceptional fue It delivers percent synthetic engine protection for advanced automotive
technology, including turbochargers and dir It is formulated specifically for maximum
protection in the most demanding manual trans Protects gears and bearings from scoring and
wea This sophisticated formulation pro Engineered for outstanding performance in heavy-duty
transmissions manufactured by Allison, Voith, ZF and other heavy-duty transmissions.
Excellent protection i It must contend with extreme heat and the inevitable moi Its synthetic
formulation delivers better lubricity and reduced friction, resulting in cooler operating
temperatures, longer component life and quieter operation Composed of premium-quality
synthetic base oils and calcium sulfonate complex thickeners, Multi-Purpose Grease provide
Cartridges not sold individually, comes in a pack of 3 3-oz. Cartridges case of 10 oz. Package
siz It provides maximum protection in extreme temper This revolutionary formulation provides
maximum antifre Guaranteed for up to 15, miles or up to 25, miles, depending on application,
when used with AMSOIL synthetic motor oil. Glass enhanced media in WIX oil filters offers
greater efficiency, capturing more 10 to 12 micron sized particles than other cellulose or
synthetic blend medias. Radial air filters are constructed of mesh screen on the inside wall
diameter for element strength and media protection from backfire. They prevent pump wear,
injector clogging, premature engine wear and help boost fuel efficiency. Offer quick, easy filter
replacement, long life and the possibility of extended service intervals. Proper filtration helps
improve transmission life by minimizing wear and preventing sticking and scoring of sensitive
shift control valves. Black accordion boots cover and protect these joints and hold lubricant.
The suspension in concert with the wheels and tires is largely responsible for a given vehicle's
ride and handling characteristics. A device that redirects a small amount of exhaust to the
engine intake in an effort to lower combustion temperature and reduce the emission of nitrogen
oxide. Conequence: Wheel separation can result in a vehicle crash. Conequence: These
vehicles do not comply with requirements of fmvss no. Remedy: Dealers will re-route the brake
booster vacuum supply hose. Was this page helpful? Comments 0. Post your comments or ask
a question. Click star to rate:. Comment smaller bigger. Post Review. I Need Products for?
Select your country. Canada Ships from Canada. Prices in CA dollars. Prices in US dollars. WIX
Oil Filter. WIX Air Filter. WIX Fuel Filter. WIX Trans Filter. Description: Constant velocity joints,
which are located on either end of the drive axles and transmit engine power while enabling full
steering and suspension movement. Description: A circular frame of hard material that may be
solid or partly solid, is capable of turning on an axle, and holds the rubber cushion that
contains compressed air. Description: Movable joints in the steering linkage and suspension
system of a vehicle that permit rotating movement in any direction between the parts that are
joined. Description: Any collection of mechanical connections between a vehicle's operating
control s and its transmission. Description: The arrangement of rods and lubricated joints
connecting the steering gearbox to the wheel spindles. Description: The assemblage of joints,
links and other components between a vehicle and its wheels. Description: A substance that
lubricates and cools the moving parts of the engine and reduces corrosion and the formation of
rust. Description: A cartridge-filled canister placed in an engine's lubricating system to strain
dirt and abrasive materials out of the oil. Description: A replaceable metal or plastic canister
that prevents particulate matter and most contaminants in the fuel from reaching the engine.
Description: A belt that transfers the rotation of the engine through the crankshaft pulley to
drive various devices, such as the alternator, water pump, air conditioning compressor or
power steering pump. Description: Exhaust Gas Recirculation system. Description: An emission
control system that prevents raw fuel vapors from entering the atmosphere. Description:
Flexible tubing in the fuel delivery and evaporative emissions systems. Description: In an
evaporative emissions control system, the valve that allows the venting of fuel vapors from the
charcoal canister to a vehicle's intake and prevents the canister from becoming saturated and
nonfunctional. Description: Positive Crankcase Ventilation valve, an emissions related device
that allows venting of combustion gases from the crankcase to the intake system rather than
the atmosphere. Description: Cables that carry a high-voltage electrical charge from the
distributor cap or ignition coils to the spark plugs. Description: Also known as "antifreeze.
Component Description: Power train:automatic transmission. Component Description: Other.
Component Description: Engine and engine cooling:engine. Component Description: Fuel
system, other:storage:tank assembly:pressure relief devices. Component Description:
Seats:front assembly:head restraint. Component Description: Electrical system. Component
Description: Equipment:electrical. Component Description: Service brakes, hydraulic:pedals

and linkages. Component Description: Engine pws. Year s : , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , Honda
City helped make these videos. This video shows you how to change the oil and oil filter in your
GMC Sierra When you change your own oil, you know that you are putting quality oil in your
Sierra and that the filter is being changed too. Most importantly, you get a chance to look
around under your Sierra for potential trouble spots. This video shows you the location of your
oil drain plug, oil filter, oil fill cap and dipstick in addition to the steps needed to change the oil
and filter in your Sierra For most GMCs, you can wrap an old belt around the oil filter and
unscrew it by hand. If you can't do this, see our parts page to find a GMC Sierra oil filter wrench.
If your Sierra is too low to the ground to access your drain plug and oil filter, be sure to use jack
stands and safe jacking procedures before getting under your Sierra If it isn't printed on the oil
cap, check your owners manual for the exact type before adding new oil. We recommend
wearing safety glasses whenever you are working under your Sierra You never know what could
be dripping down from the engine, battery acid, engine coolant, brake fluid, etc. All of these
fluids are extremely harmful to your eyes and skin so it is important to protect yourself. Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has
broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Flushing
the coolant in your car is not that hard and will extend the life of your engine tremendously learn how here! If your battery has green or white cruddy deposits, it is probably not getting
enough juice from and will likely wear out sooner. If you are leaking oil and parking on your oil
spots each night, the oil is breaking down your tires' rubber. Car companies often use the same
engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two
different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the
most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed
may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how
to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Coolant
flush. Clean the gunk off of your battery. Plug the oil leak. Replace reverse light. White light
when you back up - yup, they burn out and you can replace them with bright LEDs. See all
videos for the GMC Sierra We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have
everything Hi, hoping for some newbie advice here. I've got a 95 sie
1996 toyota camry power window wiring diagram
ford f750 parts catalog
2006 ford freestyle repair manual
rra 5. Any help would be appreciated, and ty for your time. Go to the Fram website and look it
up or whatever brand you prefer. TDolby answered 8 months ago. My oil pressure light comes
on the gauge does not work then but the truck is still got power and is not overheating I just
want to know what the problem could be. When idling its normally around 40 but when I start
driving it moves rapi I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful.
Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new GMC Sierra
question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale.

